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introducing the worst bank chor ever: champak chandrakant chiplunkar, a simple marathi manoos played
by riteish deshmukh who picks the worst day possible to rob a bank. to make matters worse, he recruits 2
idiots from delhi whove never even picked a pocket in their lives. now top that off with the craziest bunch
of hostages including a high-strung housewife, a hyper chef, a possibly undercover cop and baba sehgal.
how could it be worse, right wrong. enter tough as nails supercop, cbi officer amjad khan played by vivek

anand oberoi, who shoots first and interrogates later. and a mad media circus outside led by fashion
journo turned crime reporter gayatri ganguly aka gaga played by rhea chakraborty. and you know the
bankchors are up for the worst day of their lives. yet. the film promises to be a crazy roller-coaster ride

with thrills, chills and certainly lots of spills. his latest film bank chor might not have done well at the box
office but he is being showered with immense love for his performance in amazons web series inside

edge. however, neither box office success nor failure affects vivek oberoi as he believes in keeping the
past aside and moving on. the film is a remake of the 2007 marathi blockbuster of the same name,

directed by sandeep vanga and produced by sameer dharmawat. it has been released under the banner
of reliance entertainment. the movie was shot in mumbai, nashik, pune and satara. it stars riteish

deshmukh, amjad khan, rhea chakraborty, sanjay mishra, sanjay chawla and gayatri ganguli. bank chor is
a comedy thriller film directed by sandeep vanga. it has been released in theatres on august 13, 2017. it

is a remake of the 2007 marathi blockbuster of the same name, directed by sandeep vanga and produced
by sameer dharmawat. the film was shot in mumbai, nashik, pune and satara.
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the movie stars riteish deshmukh as champak chandrakant, an honest person who is an innocent person
and always wanted to be a police officer. his dream is not possible due to his father and brother. but one
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day, his dream comes true. he is selected for the most dangerous job of a bank robbery. he is supported
by amjad khan who is the cbi officer. he is also supported by his sidekick sanjay, who is a thief. rhea

chakraborty as gayatri ganguly is a fashion journalist. she has a habit of writing the wrong things about
people. sanjay mishra as sanjay tiwari is a thief. he is the same person, who taught champak how to steal.

one more person is sanjay chawla as baba sehgal who is a rogue cop. he has a habit of reporting to the
higher authorities and getting the message that baba sehgal should be punished. the movie is about the

robbers who rob a bank in mumbai, and the cop who pursues them. it is a comedy. the movie is a remake
of the 2007 marathi blockbuster of the same name, directed by sandeep vanga and produced by sameer
dharmawat. the film was shot in mumbai, nashik, pune and satara. the lightbulb went on. the gods arent
happy with merely turning a buck on players who are too lazy to work their way up through the game.
theyve got a much, much weirder game in play. they sell gold to people who dont even play the game.

thats right: if youre a bigshot finance guy and youre looking for somewhere to stash a million bucks where
it will do some good, you can buy a million dollars worth of virtual gold, hang onto it as the game grows

and becomes more and more fun, as the value of the gold rises and rises, and then you can sell it back for
real money through the official in-game banks, pocketing a chunky profit for your trouble. 5ec8ef588b
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